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PL INVOLUTIONS OF S1 x S1  x S1

BY

KYUNG WHAN KWUN(') AND JEFFREY L. TOLLEFSON(2)

ABSTRACT.   We prove that the 3-dimensional torus  S1 X S1 X S1 admits

exactly nine nonequivalent PL involutions.   With the exception of the four fixed

point free ones, the involutions may be distinguished by their fixed point sets:

(1) eight points, (2) two simple closed curves, (3) four simple closed curves, (4)

one torus, (5) two tori.

1. Introduction. Recently, Hempel [3] classified all free cyclic actions on

S1 x S1 x S1   and in particular showed there exist exactly four nonequivalent

free involutions of S1 x S1 x S1. Also, Showers has shown [8] that there

exist exactly two nonequivalent PL involutions of S1 x S1 x S1 -with 2-dimen-

sional fixed point set.  Employing the general principle initiated in [9] (also see

[4] and [6]), we will classify all PL involutions of S1 x S1 x S1. More precisely,

we prove

Theorem A.  77ie 3-dimensional torus S1 x S1 x S1  admits exactly nine

nonequivalent PL involutions.   With the exception of the four fixed point free

ones, the involutions may be distinguished by their fixed point sets: (1) eight

points, (2) two simple closed curves, (3) four simple closed curves, (A) one torus,

and (5) two tori

A main tool of the proof of Theorem A is the following:

Theorem B. Let M be an orientable 3-manifold and T a torus PL-em-

bedded in M such that the homomorphism H^T^Z)—>HX(M;Z) induced by

inclusion is injective. Suppose h is a PL involution of M and U a neighbor-

hood of TU h(T). Then there exists a torus  T' PL-embedded in  U such that

the homomorphism Z/jiT'jZ)—*HX{M;Z) is injective, either h(T') = T' or

T' O h(T') =0, and T' is in general position relative to the fixed point set ofh.

Throughout the paper, we will work in the PL category and the fixed point

set of an involution h will be denoted by Fix h.
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2. PL involutions of S ' xS1. There are exactly five nonequivalent PL

involutions of S1 x S1. With the exception of the two obvious free ones, they

are distinguished by the fixed point sets: (1) four points, (2) one simple closed

curve, and (3) two simple closed curves. This must be well known. It follows

anyhow from a simple version of our proof for the case of S1 x S1 x S1.

3. Involutions of S1 x S1 xS1. We regard S1   as the set of complex

numbers of norm 1. We list nine involutions h¡ of S1 x S1 x S1   with fixed

point sets F¡ (i = 1, 2, • • • , 9) here, and we later show that every involution

is equivalent to one of these h¡.  For the sake of convenience, an involution

which is obviously equivalent to h¡ will be denoted by h¡ even if it is not ex-

actly as listed below.

(1) hl(x,y,z) = (x,y,-z), F, = 0;

(2) h2(x, v, z) = (x, y, - z), F2 = 0;

(3) h3(x, y, z) = (x, y, - z), F3 = 0;

(4) h4(x, y, z) = (xy, y, - z), F4 = 0;

(5) Äs(x, y, z) = (x, y, z), Fs = eight points;

(6) h6(x, y, z) = (x, y, z), F6 = four simple closed curves;

(7) hn(x, y, z) = (y, x, z), F7 = two simple closed curves;

(8) hs(x, y, z) = (x, y,~z), F8 = two tori, and

(9) hg(x, y, z) = (y, x, z), F9 = one torus.

4. Proof of Theorem A. We assume Theorem B which will be proved in § 6.

In this section, we will assume that  T' of Theorem B misses the fixed point set

of the involution.  In the next section, we will show that this can always be

assumed.  Let h be the involution and F = Fix h.   Since the case for dim F =

- 1 or 2 is known [3], [8], we only consider the case  dim F = 0 or 1.

The incompressible torus  T' as above will be simply denoted by  71  Cut

M = S1 x S1 x S1   along  T to obtain a space homeomorphic to  T x [0, 1].

This follows from [1], as the inclusion of T into this space induces an isomor-

phism of fundamental groups (as can be easily seen).  Before we proceed, we

state the following proposition which is a special case of Theorem B of [4].

Proposition 4.1. Let a: T x [0, 1] —► T x [0, 1]   be an involution.

Then there exists an involution ß of T and a product structure of T x [0, 1]

such that a(x, t) = (ß(x), t) or a(x, t) = (ß(x), 1 - t)    for xGT and

tC[0, 1].

Now h(T) = T or h(T) n T = 0.  Suppose h(t) = T.   If near  T, the

two sides are not switched under h. Then by the above proposition and the

assumption that FC\T=0, F would be empty. But  dimF=0 or  1.
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If the two sides are switched, we may choose  T so that  T n h(t) — 0.  In any

case, we may assume  T n h(T) = 0.  In fact, h  and M may be viewed as

follows. M is obtained from  T x [0, 1 ]   by a suitable identification in which

T = T x 0  and h(T) = T x 1/2. A|r x [0, 1/2]   is given by h(x, t) =

(g(x), 1/2 - t) and h\T x [1/2, 1]   is given by ft(x, r) = (J(x), 3/2 - r), where

g and J are involutions of 7 and  (x, 0) is identified with (gg~1(x), 1) for

each xG71   That is, M is viewed as  Tx [0, l]/gg_1.

Case 1.  dim F = 0. We may assume that the fixed point set of h\T x

[0, 1/2]   is 0-dimensional.  In this case we may assume g is given by g(x, v) =

(x, y) (see §2). Then by Conner [2], h\T x [1/2, 1]   also has four points as its

fixed point set. Hence by   §2,g=fgf~1   for some homeomorphism / of 71

We assert that / is isotopic to a homeomorphism /   that commutes with g.

To this end, recall that the group if isotopy classes of T is isomorphic to the

multiplicative group of unimodular 2x2 matrices and is generated by the

isotopy classes of the three homeomorphism of T defined as follows:

^i (x> y) = (y> *)> ^2(x> y) = (?> xy)> ^to y) = & y)-

Observe that g commutes with each  \p¡. As / is isotopic to a product of the

t/-y's, it follows that the desired homeomorphism /   does exist.

Let H: T x [0, 1] —* T be an isotopy from the identity to ff'1. We

define a homeomorphism 6  from  T x [0, l]/lr to  T x [0, 1]/^_1   in the

following manner:

[*. t] 0 <f <l/2,

[H(x, At - 2), /], l/2<r<3/4,

[gH(g-\x)),A-At],      3/4<f<l.

It is easily checked that 6  is a well-defined homeomorphism. Moreover, 6  is

an equivalence between the involutions h and hs; that is h = 9h59_1.

Case 2. dim F = 1   and g is conjugate to g. We may assume g is now

given by g(x, y) = (x, y).  Let / be a homeomorphism such that g = fgf~1.

As T x [0, 1]/Ü2f_1   is a product, we must have gg'1 =fgf~1g~1   isotopic

to the identity. Consequently, the isotopy class of / commutes with that of g.

Consider the matrix (\ _°)   corresponding to g.   It is easily checked that, in

order to commute with (¿ _°), the matrix corresponding to / must be one of

(ô ?)• Co ?). Co -?)> or C~o -?)• lt follows that / is isotopic to one of four

obvious homeomorphisms, corresponding to these four matrices, which commutes

with g.  Denote it by /. Now, as in Case 1, let H be an isotopy from the

identity to ff-1  and define a homeomorphism 0: T x S1 —► T x [0,1]/gg~'

as shown in (*). 6 has the property that h = 9hJ)~1.

(*) 6(x, t)
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Case 3. dim F = 1  and g is not conjugate to g. We may assume that

g(x, y) = (x, y) and  T x [lA, 1]   is disjoint from F.  Then g=frgf~1   for

some homeomorphism / of T, where r is the rotation defined by r(x, y) =

(- x, v). Exactly as in Case 2, it follows that / is isotopic to a homeomorphism

f commuting with g.  Let H be an isotopy from the identity to ff ~ '. De-

fine the homeomorphism

0:rx [Q,l]lr-+Tx [0, l]/«Tl

again by the formula (*).  This time we have h = 0ft70-1.

5. Proof of Theorem A continued.  Let h be an involution on M —

S1 y. S1 x S1   with dimF=l.  Suppose we have an incompressible torus T

in M that is invariant under h, meets F and is in general position with respect

to F.  The goal of this section is to show that there is also an incompressible

torus T' in M disjoint from F such that either hT' n T' = 0 or hT' = T'.

Once this is accomplished, it follows that the classification of §4 includes all in-

volutions of M with dim F = 0 or  1.

As before, if we cut M along  T we obtain a space homeomorphic to

T x [0, 1].  Let us view M as  T x [0, 1] ftp with  T = T x 0. It follows

from Proposition 4.1 that we may assume h  defines an involution g x 1  on

T x [0, 1], where g(x, y) = (x, >0» (*. y) e 71  Observe that  T = T x 0 meets

every component of F. Thus, if we succeed in finding an incompressible torus

in M that misses at least one component of F, then an application of Theorem

B will give us our desired torus disjoint from F

We first consider the case when F has four components and then proceed

to the remaining cases. We require the following observation.

Proposition 5.1. Let a,ß be two isotopic, nonseparating, simple closed

curves in S1 x S1  and let p be any point in S1 x S1 - (a U ß).   Then a

is isotopic to ß in S1 x S1 - {p}.

Proof.   Isotop   a   into general position with respect to ß. We induct

on the number of components in ad ß. If aC\ß — 0 then the conclusion is

obvious.  Suppose a n ß consists of n points.  Let D be an innermost disk

in S1 x S1 - (a U ß) bounded by the union of an arc a in a and an arc b

in ß such that an/3 = èna=3a = 3ô.  If p$D then use D to isotop

a in S1 x S ' - {p}  to reduce the number of points in a n ß by two.  If

p GD then consider a simple closed curve a' obtained in the following manner.

Let  U(a) be a regular neighborhood of a in a such that  U(a) n ß = 3a. Con-

struct a   from a - U(a) by attaching an arc to  d(a - U(a)) that is parallel to
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b and outside D such that a is isotopic to a and a O ß contains n - 2

points. Now a is isotopic to p" in S1 x S1 - {p} by the induction hypo-

thesis and a is clearly isotopic to a' in S1 x S1 - {p}.

Case l. F consists of four circles, i.e. y\F Ci T is the identity.  Let p

denote one of the four points F n 7* in  71   Choose a nonseparating simple

closed curve a in  T disjoint from p.   Since  ip is isotopic to the identity, a

and ß = <p(a) are simple closed curves isotopic in  T, and thus in  T - {p}. Let

H: S1 x [0, 1] —► T- (p)  be an isotopy from a to  ß. Define an incom-

pressible embedding y of S1 x S1   in M = T x [0, 1 ] ¡y by 7(x, t) =

[H(x, t), t].  Let  T' be the image of y in M.  Notice that  T' does not meet

the component   {p} x [0, l]/f>\{p}  of F.  Therefore, there exists an incom-

pressible torus  T" in M disjoint from F such that either hT" C\ T" = 0 or

hT" = T".

Case 2. y>\F n 7* has period two. M = T x [0, 1] /v> is double-covered

by M = T x [0,1] /<¿>2  in a manner where the involution It on M is covered

by the involution h   on M defined by h([x, t]) = \g(x), t] (this is a conse-

quence of Case 1 and §4). Observe that F consists of two circles that are cov-

ered by the four circles of F = Fix(h). As we have seen, there is an incompres-

sible torus  7*  in M disjoint from F.  Let   r be the covering transformation of

the two-sheeted covering tt: M —► M. Apply Theorem B to  r and  T  to get

an incompressible torus  Tl   in M disjoint from F  such that either t(T 1 ) n

Tj = 0 or r(7j) = Tx. In either case, tt(T ¿) is an incompressible torus or

Klein bottle in M disjoint from F   If the latter situation occurs, we can find

the desired incompressible torus as the boundary of a regular neighborhood of the

Klein bottle.  Now, as in Case 1, another application of Theorem B yields the

sought after incompressible torus in M disjoint from F.

Case 3. <¿>|F O T has period four.  In this case, F is connected. We pro-

ceed in the same manner as we did in Case 2. More specifically, M is double-

covered by M=Tx [0, l]/<p2, where (¿>2|7T)F  has period 2. The existence

of an incompressible torus in M disjoint from F  leads to the existence of an

incompressible torus in M disjoint from F.   Of course, it now follows from §4

that this case does not occur.

Case 4. tp\F n T has period three. We will show that this case does not

occur either, which then completes the proof of Theorem A.  In order to rule

out the present situation, we require the following proposition.

Proposition 5.2. Each component of F represents an indivisible element

of jr,(M).
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Proof.  The argument here is not unlike the one given in the proof of

Proposition 2.2 of [5].  Let  C be a component of F and choose a base point

xQGC for M.   Suppose   [C] = a = ß"  in tt^M, x0), where « > 0.  Let

p: (R3, Xq) —► (M, x0) be the universal covering of M.   Lift h  to an involu-

tion h  of R3  with h(x0) = x0. FixQi) = C, where  C  is the component of

p~x(C) containing x0.  Let  X be a loop based at x0  representing ß in

7rj(/W, x0).  Lift X to a path X   beginning at x0  with endpoint y.   Since

n > 0, it follows that y$C. Because h#(ß") = ßn  and ttx(T) is a torsion

free abelian group, we see that h#(ß) = ß. Thus the loop X and A(X) both

lift to paths beginning at x0  and ending at y.  However, h(K) is also a lifting

of h(K) beginning at x0.  Hence h (y) = y, in contradiction to  Fix(/z) = C.

Therefore, [C]   is indivisible in tt^M).

Returning to Case 4, we have given the period of <¿>|F Pi T is three. Thus,

we may choose generators a, ß, y of n^M) = Z (BZ ®Z such that the gen-

erator o: is represented by one component of F and a3ßk  is represented by

the other component (for some k). Since a3ßk is indivisible, k ^ 0 (mod 3).

Furthermore, h#(a) = a and h#(a3ßk) = a3ßk. It follows that h#(ß) = ß also.

Hence h# corresponds to a matrix of the form

(i : ¡V\a   b   c)

Since A  is an orientation-preserving involution, we have a = b = 0 and c = 1,

that is, h# is the identity.   But   h#   clearly cannot be the identity.   Conse-

quently, it is not possible for two components of  F  to be related in iri(M)

as a and a3ßk, where k ^ 0 (mod 3).

6. Proof of Theorem B.  Let h be an involution on the 3-manifold M.   A

closed surface  T embedded in M is in h-general position modulo  Fix(/i) if

(i)  T is in general position with respect to Fix(/i), (ii)  T- Fixf/i) and h(T) -

Fix(/i) are in general position, and (ni) all cuts among  T, h(T), and  FvxQi)

aie locally piercing except perhaps between 7" and h(T) at vertices of F= Fix(/z).

Suppose we have a torus  T in M such that Hx (J; Z) —► Hx (M; Z) is

an injection.- We follow the idea of equivariant surgery as described in [4] and

[9] to obtain the torus  T' whose existence is asserted in Theorem B. Through-

out, observe that all constructions may take place inside of any neighborhood of

T U h(T).

First, isotop   T  into /z-general position modulo F. Now assign a com-

plexity c(T) = (a, b) to  T. Let a denote the number of components of
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[T n h(T)] - F and let b  denote the number of components of F n T.  We

order such complexities in lexigraphical fashion.

Let 2 denote the set of all tori T in M with the properties (\) HffiZ)

—► //,(Af; Z) is injective, and (2) either h(T) = T and T is in general position

with respect to F, or T is in ^-general position modulo F. We assign the com-

plexity (0, 0) to an invariant torus in  2.

Let  T1 G 2.  If C(T) > (0, 0), then by equivariant surgery on  T (the

description of which follows) we produce a new torus  T' G 2 such that  C(T')

< C(T). Thus, if we choose a member  T of 2 of minimal complexity, it fol-

lows that C(T) = (0, 0) (2 is clearly not empty under our hypothesis). Such

a torus  T will satisfy the conclusion of the theorem.

Suppose that 7" G 2 and C(r)>(0,0). We divide the surgery into three

cases.

Case 1.   T C\ h(T) consists of a single, invariant simple closed curve /.

Let  U be a small invariant regular neighborhood of / such that  U n (T U h(Tj)

is composed of two annuli A C T, A' = h(A) crossing along the curve /.  The

boundary of U, bU, is separated by  dA U dA' into two pairs of nonadjacent

annuli   {Bv Ct}, {B2, C2}.  Observe that h(B¡ U C¡) = B¡ U C¡  (i = 1, 2). Let

T¡ m [(T U h(T)) -(AU A')] U [B¡ U Ct].

Both  7\  and  T2  are invariant under h and at least one has the property that

H^T^-^H^M) is injective.

Suppose that  T n h(T) is neither empty nor a simple closed curve. We

shall refer to the closure of a component of h(T) - T as being innermost in

h(T) if its interior is disjoint from  T. Then there exists either an innermost

disk or annulus E in h(T).

Case 2. F is a disk in h(T). Let J = dE. J D F may consist of any

one of the following:  0, /, one point or arc, or more than one component (each

an arc or a point).  Since  T is incompressible in M, J must separate  T into

two components Ex and E2, where E2 is a disk bounded by /. Choose small regular

neighborhoods  U, V of E, T, respectively, such that  U D V is a regular neigh-

borhood of J.   Let E'  be a disk inside   U parallel to E such that (i) E' D

(TU h(T)) =E' DT= dE',  (ii) E' n E = J n F,  (iii)   oF' U/ bounds A

in Fj, where A   is homeomorphic to the quotient space obtained from / x [0,1]

by identifying   {x} x [0, 1 ]   to a point for each x GJ C\ F, and (iv) the in-

terior of the region in  U bounded by F U F' U A  is disjoint from  T U h(T).

Now define  T' = E' U (F, -A).  If T'  is not transverse to F along J D F,

then pull  T' and h(T') apart slightly along the components of F DJ where

this occurs. Then  T' G 2 and C(T') < C(T).
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Case 3. F is an innermost annulus (possibly pinched at a point in h(T)) and

Case 2 does not occur. 9F separates T into two annuli, say Ft and F2. Let

Tl = EUEi (i=l,2). Suppose that /*: H\(T\) —>H\(M) is not injective. If a

is an element of HX(M) represented by one of the components of dE, then we can

find another element ß so that the image of Hx (T) in HX (M) is generated by  a

and  ß. (For simplicity let us assume HX(M) is torsion free.  In the case where

it is not, simply project onto Hl(M)/Tot(H1(M)).) Then i+QI^T^) is gen-

erated by  a.  Hence, the image of HX(T2)  is generated by  a  and  ßa"   for

some integer n.   So HX(T2)—► HX(M) is injective if /'„  fails to be.

Let   T' = E U E¡, where i  is chosen so that Hx (T') —► HX (M)  is in-

jective.  If T'  is invariant under  h, then (if required) we shift   T'  into general

position with respect to F with  T' remaining invariant under h.   If T' is

not invariant, then we proceed in the following manner. (The index i, once

chosen, is fixed in what follows.)

Let  U and   V be small regular neighborhoods in M of F and  T,

respectively, such that   U D V is a regular neighborhood of dE.   First we treat

the easiest situation, which is when E¡ O U lies on only one side of F.

Subcase (a). Ei n (U - h(T)) is contained in a single component of U —

h(T) and either h(dE) = dE or h(dE) O 9F = 0.  Find an annulus F' in  U

parallel to F such that  (i) E' n (TU h(T)) = E' n T = dE', (ii) E' C\E =

dE H F, (iii)  dE' U dE bounds A  in E¡, where /I  is homeomorphic to the

quotient space obtained from  dE x [0, 1]   by identifying   {x} x [0, 1]   to a

point for each x G F n dE, and  (iv) the interior of the region in  U bounded

by EUE' UA  is disjoint from  T U h(T). Define D" = E' U [E¡ -A]. If

required, we pull  T" and h(T") apart along the components of dE n F where

F"  is not transverse to  F   Then  T" G 2  and  C(T") < C(T).

Subcase (b). E¡n(U-h(T)) meets both components of U-h(T) and

either /z(9F) = 9F or A(9F) D 9F = 0.  Find an annulus F' in   ¿7 parallel

to F such that F' fulfills conditions (i), (iii), and (iv) of Subcase (a) and also

the following:  (ii') E' C\E = (9F n F) U /, where / is a simple closed curve

in F - 9F that is parallel to a component of  9F and E'  crosses F at /.

Now finish exactly as in Subcase (a).

Subcase (c).  h(dE) n 9F = Jl, where 7j   is one component of 9F. Let

J2   denote the other component of  9F.   Now find an annulus E' in   U parallel

to F such that (i) F' n (T n ^(7^) = F' n 71 = 9F', (ii) E n E' = J¡ U

(J2dF), (iii) (9F'-/j)U/2  bounds A  in F/( where A  is homeomorphic

to the quotient space of J2 x [0, 1]   obtained by identifying   {x} x [0, 1]   to

a point for each x G J2 OF, and (iv) the interior of the region in  U bounded

by EUE'UA  is disjoint from  TUh(T). Define  T" = E' U (E¡ - A) and

finish as above to make T" transverse to F. This completes the proof of Theorem B.
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7. An example. We give an example to show that Theorem B cannot be

improved significantly. A class  2  of surfaces embedded in 3-manifolds is called

admissible (for equivariant surgery)  if, given any 3-manifold M with a PL in-

volution h  and a surface F in M belonging to  2, one can perform equivariant

surgery on F to obtain a new surface F' in M, also belonging to  2, such that

either h(F') = F' or h(F') n F' = 0.

According to Theorem B, the class of "first homology injective" tori (in

orientable M) is admissible. We exhibit with the following example that the

larger class of incompressibly embedded tori is not admissible.

Example .  Let M be the orientable Seifert fiber space with invariants

{00; 0|0; (4, 1), (4, 1), (4, 1)}. ttx(M) has the presentation (qx,q2,q3,

h\qxq2q3, q\h, q\h, q\h). It is easily checked that HX(M) a Z12 ©Z4. In

[10] it is shown that M does not contain any orientable, incompressible surfaces.

Consider the two-sheeted covering p: M —► M determined by the kernel of the

homomorphism X: nx(M)—> Z2  defined by X(qx) = X(q2) = I  and X(<73) =

X(/i) = 0. Denote by h the free involution on M serving as the nontrivial

covering transformation for p.

Observe that M is a Seifert fiber space with invariants   {00; 0|0; (2, 1),

(2, 1), (4, 1), (4, 1)}  (for example, see [7]). M contains an incompressible torus

separating M into two components, each containing two exceptional fibers. Sup-

pose that the class of incompressibly embedded tori were admissible. Then there

would exist an incompressible torus T in M such that h(T) = T or h(T) O

T = 0.  In the first case, h  interchanges the sides of 71   In either event, there

would always be an incompressible torus  T in M with h(T) C\T = 0. But

this  T would then cover an incompressible torus p(T) in M.
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